Endometrial hyperplasia (EH) is a common disease affecting women of all ages [1] . It is clinically important because it can cause abnormal uterine bleeding, and can precede, or occur concurrently, with endometrial carcinoma.
104 www.ejgo.org in cases of EH treatment using LNG-IUS, the endometrial response has been evaluated by endometrial aspiration biopsy while the LNG-IUS is in the uterus or by D&C after LNG-IUS removal [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 8] . Nevertheless, there has been no report comparing the accuracy of these methods.
In our recent study comparing the diagnostic accuracy of endometrial aspiration biopsy with the LNG-IUS in the uterus with that of D&C after LNG-IUS removal, the diagnostic concordance between examinations was assessed for nine of 28 cases examined (32.1%). In our results, the diagnostic accuracy of endometrial aspiration biopsy with LNG-IUS in place was shown to be very poor [9] . Furthermore, a high prevalence of insufficient tissue for pathologic evaluation (17 of 28 cases, 60.7%) was noted with endometrial aspiration biopsy [10] . Significantly, when using oral progestin and LNG-IUS, the number of cases where there is insufficient tissue for pathologic evaluation can be increased due to endometrial atrophy, and in these instances, we must pay more attention, because non-diagnostic endometrial tissue does not rule out endometrial pathology. All in all, therefore, endometrial aspiration biopsy with LNG-IUS in place is less accurate than D&C after removal of LNG-IUS; in fact, it might not be reliable for follow-up evaluation where patients have been treated with LNG-IUS for EH. To confirm our findings, a Korean prospective multicenter study is currently underway [11] , and will provide more reliable data on this issue.
The study of Abu Hashim et al. [6] is meaningful for being the first RCT to date that has evaluated the efficacy of LNG-IUS for treatment of non-atypical EH. However, the accuracy and reliability of any such results on the effectiveness of hormonal treatment depend on a precise follow-up method of endometrial evaluation. Therefore, until which method is confirmed to be more accurate, differences between the results for oral progestogens and LNG-IUS in the treatment of non-atypical EH, even if they appear to be significant, should be interpreted with caution.
